Obd0 to obd1 distributor wiring

Close search. Please be careful when installing this harness. If there are certain sensors that
your engine or ECU does not require, just tape off that wire and leave it unhooked. No added
VTEC wires, etc. You will connect all of the new wires later. Due to the number of different O2
sensor wire colors with aftermarket O2 sensors, these may vary, and you may need to try
moving these. The other wire on the VTEC pressure switch connector should be connected to
ground recommended to connect to ground on thermostat housing. If your engine does not
have a knock sensor, simply tape off this wire and leave it unhooked. If you are not using IAB's,
simply tape off this wire and leave it unhooked. Cut the 2 stock fuel injector plugs off of your
DPFI engine harness. There will be two yellow wires with black stripes, one red wire, and one
yellow wire. Wire the 4 new MPFI fuel injector clips to match the colors as follows: 1 Injector
brown wire connects to the orange wire off the subharness. If running OBD1 or OBD2 high
impedance fuel injectors, take the remaining two yellow wires with black stripes that were cut in
step 3 above on the OBD0 engine harness and ALL four of the yellow wires with black stripes
from the new injector clips and solder them all together. Cover the solder connection with heat
shrink. If running OBD0 low impedance fuel injectors, you will need a resistor box and pigtail or
cut the connector off to expose the wires. Take the remaining two yellow wires with black
stripes that were cut in step 11 above on the OBD0 engine harness and connect them both to
the one red wire on the resistor box. The remaining 4 yellow with black stripe wires or may be
solid black from the resistor box need to be wired individually to the yellow with black stripe
wires on the new injector clips. Do this for all four fuel injectors. Switch the two outer wires with
each other green wire with a white stripe, and the green wire with the yellow stripe. This step is
fairly easy, just match all the colors up. This harness is designed for you to use your factory
2-pin ignition timing adjuster connector. Jumping this connector will now allow your factory
dash check engine symbol to flash check engine codes just like on OBD1 vehicles. This
connector is located near the driver's side shock tower on chassis', and located in the
passenger side kick panel area on the chassis'. Helena St. Lucia St. Martin St. Shipping
Methods. Close search. Please be careful when installing this harness. There are 10 wires that
need to be connected for proper usage. If there are certain sensors that your engine or ECU
does not require, just tape off that wire and leave it unhooked. No added VTEC wires, etc. You
will connect all of the new wires later. Due to the number of different O2 sensor wire colors with
aftermarket O2 sensors, these may vary, and you may need to try moving these. The other wire
on the VTEC pressure switch connector should be connected to ground recommended to
connect to ground on thermostat housing. If your engine does not have a knock sensor, simply
tape off this wire and leave it unhooked. If you are not using IAB's, simply tape off this wire and
leave it unhooked. Simply connect a toggle switch between the blue wire and orange wire, then
toggle the switch to flash check engine light codes on your dash. If your harness does NOT
have a blue wire or orange wire, you will use the factory vehicle service check connector.
Jumper the connector with a piece of wire or paperclip to flash check engine light codes on
your dash. Helena St. Lucia St. Martin St. Shipping Methods. One slightly used 89 CRX Si 2. A6
engine in. Alterations that need to be made include: 1. Replacement of the Z6 driver side engine
mount with the one from the A6. In order to get the timing belt covers to fit over the A6 mount,
some cutting of the bottom cover is required. The crankshaft pulley that should be used on the
Z6 is the one for the Z6. The reason for this is that pulley is balanced for the Z6. The A6 pulley
will fit but there is the potential for premature crankshaft bearing wear due to it not being
balanced for the Z6. Both the intake and exhaust manifolds used were from the Z6. The intake is
ported specifically for the engine therefore logically it is best that it is used for the engine as
opposed to the A6 intake manifold. Slight modifications had to be made to the engine harness
by transplanting some of the plugs off the 93 engine harness onto the 89 harness so that the
intake sensors could be plugged in. Since the MAP sensor on the Z6 is on top of the throttle
body, it is necessary to extend the wires for the MAP sensor plug from the location on the
firewall to the top of the throttle body. The Z6 exhaust manifold is a 2-piece design as opposed
to the 2-piece A6 manifold. The A6 fits the Z6, but there is no reason to use it as opposed to the
Z6 It will not bolt directly onto an 88 transmission unless the proper 88 clutch, pressure plate
and flywheel are used due to the 88s having a different spline count on the input shaft. The
location of the coolant temperature sensor is on the back of the block for the engines A6 and 92
Z6 thus if a 92 Z6 is used, no relocation of the wiring for it is required. On the Z6, the
temperature sensor is on the thermostat cover thus the wiring for it will need to be relocated.
These steps will get the Z6 into the car. If it is decided at this point to use stock CRX Si A6
electronics, these steps will have to be followed: 1. Modification of the distributor mounts is
necessary. Only the top and front mount legs on the A6 distributor will be used, as the rear
mount does not match up to the bolt-in location on the Z6 head. Both of the legs on the
distributor will need to be modified cut or enlarged so as to get the timing correct. Large

washers will most likely be needed to make sure positive contact with the head is made. Make
sure to put a new o-ring on the distributor where it goes into the head to prevent oil leakage. It
is also necessary to use Z6 sparkplug wires. As for fuel injectors, you must use the A6 fuel
injectors with the A6 computer PM6. To do this, simply replace the Z6 injectors with the A6
injectors. Here is another place new o-rings are necessary. The green o-rings on the fuel
injectors should be replaced in order to avoid gasoline being forced out around the tops of the
injectors, thus creating a fire hazard. In order to use the VTEC, it is necessary to wire some kind
of activation switch for it. Various methods can be used. For example an RPM activation switch
or an adjustable shift light. At this point, the engine will run like an A6 but will be VTEC capable
assuming an activation switch has been wired up. Over all, the process took about 15 hours.
Several hours were spent looking over the instructions received from StorminMatt for the
process making sure they were correct. They will be listed below. Modifications had to be made
to the engine harness and either the dash harness has to be modified or a converter that will
allow the OBD1 ECU to be plugged into the 89 dash harness. Engine Harness conversion Note :
Removal of the engine harness is recommended due to it making it easier to modify the
harness. The injection resistor must be removed from the circuit. It will be relocated into an
open space in a gray 8 wire plug from the OBD1 harness. Injector wiring. These wires need not
be worried about as they only connects the OBD0 injector plug to the injector resistor. A 4-wire
O2 sensor must be added. In order to do this, 3 lines must be added to the harness. The final
wire is the white one. This white wire is the O2 sensor wire itselfâ€¦on the OBD0 engine harness,
it is a single wire and has a rather large plug on it. This plug must be cut off and the white wire
for the OBD1 plug soldered on. Distributor rewiring. Make sure to match the wires coming from
the distributor with the matching colors being put into the 7 wire plug. One wire must be added
to the harness for the VTEC activation wire. This wire must be run into the car and attached to
the ECU. VTEC oil pressure sensor. Dash Harness conversion This is the fun stuff. There are
two methods of doing this step. If 92 ECU plugs cannot be found, try to get the plugs from a Si
or EX, otherwise additional wires will need to be added. It will be mentioned below. Build a
conversion harness. See listing below for proper combinations. In addition to matching the
wires, three wires will have to be routed into the harness to meet up with the OBD1 plugs. You
will also have to attach the 3 extra wires as mention above in 1. There are several additions that
have been made to the listing in the hope of making it more helpful and easy to understand,
however, his post has been mostly left intact because he explains it well. I figured it would be
best to just make one post with this information rather than having to email everybody
separately with this information. There are a couple of things to remember here. I personally
prefer the numbering system whereby the pins are numbered across rather than the zig-zag
system used by Honda. But I realize alot of people may prefer or are used to the zig-zag system.
So for each pin on each plug style , I list two locations for the same pin. The first is given by
numbering across. The second in parenthesis is by the zig-zag numbering I hope it is correct. In
case I made any errors in conversion AND to make the process of changing the plugs over more
goof proof, I also give the color of the wire on the plug and plug for the given pins. This should
give you a better idea of whether you are connecting the wires together correctly. Also, the first
set of pin numbers and wire colors are all on the plugs and the second, the plugs. So if you
check the Hasport pin-out, the connections I gave will be incorrect. However, it is actually easier
to just match up like colors. If you do this, just remember to match the proper colors on the
distributor plug as well. In other words, the org wire on the engine harness goes into the same
spot on the distributor plug that the org wire went to on the engine harness. Just don't confuse
the fat white wire with this thin white wire on the distributor plug of the engine harness. But the
thin white wire on the harness goes where the thin white wire on the harness. In other words,
the same color should go from distributor clear to the ECU. Other assorted necessary items
Fuel injectors: Model and fuel injectors were available for this swap from personal stock. It is
not know what year these injectors are; they could be either 93 or 94 model year injectors as
both year injectors were available. The injectors were used because they worked with the 95
P28 ECU used. The injectors did not work with the 95 P28 ECU. The utmost effort should be
made to get matching injectors for the P28 ECU to be used. To start off;. I don't recommend that
everybody approach this in the manner that I did! The reason for what I did was a personal
feeling about how the wiring should be routed and I'll get into that latter. I'm old and over the
years have formed all sorts of opinions that are different than most others out there doing
Honda's. This is not intended as a "how-to"!! What I'm going to try to do is show options and
tips as to how it can be done different than most others. I'm not an expert on all the different
configurations that are possible when swapping Honda and Acura stuff. So, please don't e-mail
me questions about any other configuration than what I did. My answer will just be a simple "I
don't know". That leads to the next paragraph. Buy the factory manuals for both the original car

and the engine! Here is the link to Helmsinc. Most photos will be "click-able" to view them
larger. Use the back button to return here. Even if you already know a lot about wiring, it's never
easy and surely not quick!! You will make mistakes I did. Buy a "conversion harness" and get
the engine fully running with no error codes and VTEC working if you have it. By doing this, you
rule out the possibility that a sensor is bad. At that point, if you don't like how the wiring is
routed, re-work it circuit by circuit. Additional wires are also required for items not part of the
original car. Here are two sources of conversion harnesses; " jkobdconversion " and "
locashracing ". I have not done business with them and can't swear to the quality. This is very
reasonable when you think about the time saved and problems avoided. As I said in the
beginning, I'm old and tend to get silly about certain things. The B18C or any B series engine for
that matter is a tight fit within the engine compartment of a 4G Civic. That means that if you
need to replace the water pump, you may just have to pull the whole engine assembly. As a
result, I wanted to be able to disconnect all the engine loom at one place the passenger side
fender and pull the engine with all the connectors still attached to the sensors. I wanted to clean
up some of the wiring and route it differently. As an example, I wanted to get rid of the section
that comes off of the drivers side fender. Of course, that means that it has to come out on the
other side of the engine compartment, through the main loom gasket. Another example is that I
didn't want the wiring to come out both sides of the long plastic holder near the injectors it just
isn't clean coming out both sides. I didn't do what I recommended above and just bought a
complete loom engine and interior from a 92 Civic. That was the source for almost all the parts
that I would need. When ever I do electrical work like this I always use "nude" butt splices,
solder after crimping, and heat shrink tubing to cover it. All jokes aside, "nude" butt splices are
ones that do not have the colored nylon sheathing on them. They have gotten hard to locate and
I ended up ordering of them from McMaster-Carr. They come in packs of Although it doesn't
seem possible, I used more than ! Toward the bottom of this page, I'll cover soldering and stuff
to be added latter. I made up several copies of the wiring diagrams out of the factory manuals.
This is a good idea so that you can use a highlighting pen to cross out circuits you have
completed. So, at this point I was armed with diagrams, tons of wire with connectors and solder.
I knew what I wanted to do, but just didn't know how to approach it! I spent several days in this
condition. I finally decided to just jump in and potentially make trash of the original loom. I
blindly followed Kurt's page and did all the changes under the dash except for a few. Don't even
think of doing all this "under-dash" work without removing the passenger seat! Even if you are
only 16 years old, your back would kill you the next day. There is something that I have to say
about Kurt's page. In order to be nice, he includes two different numbering systems for the ECU
pin-outs. The factory numbers all even number pins on one side, and the odd number pins on
the other. Get used to the factory numbering and use a felt marker to scribble over the other
numbering system! The potential to make mistakes is just too great when both numbering
systems are there plus when you have to use the factory diagram, you will need to have their
numbering system in your mind. Another thing about Kurt's page was that the wire color
call-outs for the OBD1 wires didn't always match what he had noted. The OBD0 coloring did
match. This is not his fault and the only reason I'm saying anything is that I don't want anybody
to get too weird or worried about it. Cut and splice, cut and splice, cut and splice. That got me a
good percentage of the under-dash work done. Now here is where I went off the deep end in
regards to how everybody else does this stuff! I pretty much completely rebuilt and customized
the engine loom and it's connections to the car. I wanted to use the "grey" connectors that are
common on OBD1 looms and this included the inter-connect sockets mounted at the passenger
side fender. Also at that point, I kept the rectangular socket that has that hideous plastic cover
It's for high amperage connections. If you count up all the wires that have to go through this
location, and that includes the ones relocated from the drivers side loom you will soon realize
that there are just not enough pins available. The grey sockets come in a 10 pin and 14 pin
version. So, I converted both sockets on the fender to 14 pin and also mounted a 14 pin socket I
could have used a 10 pin one on the firewall. The firewall socket has it's own engine loom and it
goes to things like the MAP and throttle position sensors mounted on the intake manifold. At
that point, it was a matter of laying out and routing the wiring as I wanted, using the wires taken
from the 92 loom. By the way, among the other things to buy, pick up a ton of tie-wraps. I picked
up a sack of Use them to hold things together as you work. Cut them off and add a new one as a
new wire is put in place. Don't be cheap. Some wiring just fell in place. As an example, the
distributor wiring to the grey connector was pretty much used as is and didn't require
modifying. Of course, that only gets you to the grey connector and a splice has to be made
between it and the loom that comes through the firewall. It was cut free and spliced to the
correct location on a grey connector. Some wires need to be added and they were all pulled
through the firewall grommet and connected as needed. Some of the wires have to be

"shielded", with a ground attached to the shielding. At this point I have to add a warning in to
regards to using the factory manual's wiring diagram. When the manuals were written, the
assumption was that an individual has brought his unmodified car into the dealer for repair. As
such, section 11 covers all the wiring in regards to the fuel injection. Section 23 covers all the
other wiring items, in separate sections like "radiator fan", "water temperature gauge", etc. This
leads to the fact that there isn't a complete wiring diagram of the engine loom in the standard
factory manual. The reason this is important to know is that if you are going to do major work
on the engine loom, you have to go to different sections of the manual to figure out all the
wiring! As an example, there are three different water temperature sensors on the engine and
only one is shown in the ECU wiring diagram It doesn't even clearly call out which one it is! It all
makes sense, but you have to dig through the manual to find all the information that you will
end up needing. Once everything was connected, I had a friend come over and we re-buzzed all
the circuits, highlighting them off on a copy of the wiring diagram. There are some wires that
can't be easily checked and are pretty much on blind faith well, based on what the two manuals
lead you to believe is true. An example is the wiring that goes to the water temperature gauge
on the dash. I'd have to pull the dash apart to verify that it goes to the correct place the gauge
works after re-wiring, so it is ok. I pulled the loom, added that plastic sleeve, wrapped it with
electrical tape, and added "mounts" strain relieve mounts where possible. Here are before and
after photos. That little loom at the top of the photo is the "firewall" loom and it goes to the
sensors that are on the intake manifold. Once everything was hooked up, I tried to start the car.
It would gleefully crank over, but not start! I had spark, fuel, and the ECU didn't throw any
codes. After a lot of "hair pulling out" and I'm pretty much bald , the guys at Lightning
Motorsport buy parts from them!! I buzzed out those circuits again and they seemed ok. I then
used the "trouble shooting" flow charts in the factory manual to check the voltages at both
sensors. What happened was that two of the three wires at the MAP sensor were hooked up
backwards my error. I swapped them and the engine started right up. It's a "strange" fit, but it
works. First off, I cut out any sections of the insulating material that would get in the way. Then I
took a short handle sledge hammer and beat down the "bump" in the floor board at the right
side of where the ECU would mount. At this point, it became obvious that the upper right
mounting tab on the ECU wouldn't work and so I cut it off. Use a hand hacksaw to do this and
be real careful that none of the metal gets inside the ECU box. The reason that I recommend that
you use a hand hacksaw is that you want to be careful about static electricity! Without the box
having the inputs connected, it would be possible to damage it with just a small static electric
spark! Now the box fit pretty much flat on the floor board. The problem is that the ECU
mounting tabs are not on the bottom edge. So, I used a stack of fender washers under the tabs.
You don't want the washers to lift the ECU off the floor board, but to just prevent the tabs from
being bent down. The stud that is at the upper right should have normal washers stacked so
that the total height is the same as if there was still a tab on the ECU the cover plate will bear
directly on this stack of washers. With the ECU in place, you will notice that it can move up and
down along the firewall. It has to be free to move around at this point. Now this is real hard to
explain, but the shape of the cover plate will force the ECU to be "centered", up and down
between the mounting studs. With the cover plate installed, I was able to get a nut on all four
studs and tightened them down. There isn't any extra stud length, but just enough. So, after all
that I only had one wiring error two swapped pins , and a wiring job that looks like the factory
did it. It's clean and routed as I wanted. It's easy to dis-connect if I have to remove the engine to
service it. The smog Referee shouldn't have any complaints! There are two things that should
be noted in this photo. There are no electrical connections made from the loom that runs along
the drivers fender. The other thing isn't too clear unless you click on the photo to see the larger
version is that the injector wiring and IAT sensor wiring only exits the plastic loom holder and
dodges under the intake manifold. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts
New media New media comments Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search
media. Members Registered members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only.
Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Thread starter Andrew Start date Sep 6, Andrew Active Member. Heres
how to make your own obd-0 to obd-1 dizzy adapters. It's kinda quick, but you get the idea. I've
had a few, and this is my favorite. This is sold Everywhere. Home Depot, Lowes, RadioShack
Please Take Your Time! Use this picture for wire connections. Gather your stuff. Last edited:
Nov 28, I bought this dizzy adapter but it was one of the worst wiring jobs i'd ever seen. Your
right though, it would be easier to do it that way. Great job! It doesn't shrink worth a damn, and
it melts under any kind of halfway decent heat. Buy the GB brand stuff from Home Depot. It's

WAY better Well then, I guess it's a good thing I bought my tubing at Home Depot then! So
these pics are for obd0-obd1 dizzy wiring? How come you have a solid red wire when the
diagram shows only the obd2 to have a red? What do you mean? The solid Red is on the OBD-0
side The only one that shows a red wire is the obd2. Last edited: Oct 7, It doesnt show the obd0
plug to have a red wire. I bought this as a 'conversion' harness adapter for the dizzy, and
rewired it because it was originally connected badly one twist and a shot of cold solder.. I know
it worked, sorry if mines different. The Boomslang instructions still provide you with everything
you need to know Thanks for bringing that to my attention though. The guy I bought the adapter
from evidently re-pinned the connector Honda used this OBD0 plug on other sensors, it looks
like its probably wired for one of those. Is it just me, or are those plugs wired completely
wrong? I'm not talking about the wire colors because obviously those are different. I'm talking
about the pins. His red wire is white on my plug. On my plug connector, both wh
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ite wires are the same size. There is no "large" white wire. One of them is above the orange wire
and below the empty pin. The other is below the orange wire. Once again, my wire colors are
different. I bought this from a private guy selling dizzy adapters. He must have just pinned some
random wires he had laying around. If you go by the wire chart ef8 posted which is directly from
Boomslang's manual , you can do it. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Similar threads P. Replies 0
Views 1K. Briansol Jul 22, Computers, Games, Electronics etc. Replies 15 Views Aug 8,
awptickes. Thanks everyone. Replies 5 Views Briansol Mar 24, Computers, Games, Electronics
etc. Replies 16 Views Sep 27, Briansol. A different kind of rebuild thread - espresso machine.
Replies 8 Views Jan 15, awptickes. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor
your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.

